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TECHNOLOGY BY YOUR SIDE

NISSAN NOTE

OUTSMART THE TRAFFIC WITH THE
NOTE. FEATURING A BOLD NEW
LATEST PREMIUM TECHNOLOGY
PACKAGE TO HEIGHTEN YOUR
SENSES BEHIND THE WHEEL, IT
KEEPS YOU SMOOTHLY IN CONTROL.

ON

THE SPOT

DISTINCTLY ENERGETIC.
Racier and more dynamic with a
lower roofline, steeper windscreen
angle, flared wheel arches and
a sleek front grill intercepting its
swept-back headlamps, the NOTE’s
sharpened silhouette has a lot more
scope.

IN THE

FAST LANE

BRILLIANTLY STYLISH.
Discover the sculpted fluidity of Nissan
NOTE. Inspired by the flight of a
fast-moving squash ball, that distinctive
"squash line" stamped on its side doors
signs off its dynamism.

AT

HEART

PERFECTLY BALANCED. Form meets
function in NOTE’s refined interior.
A surprisingly spacious, practical layout
signed off with premium quality trims,
a pure invitation to comfort and driving.

STAT
Keep a global outlook with
high definition 3D maps for 20 European cities, voice recognition
in 7 languages and traffic updates in real time.
LOCAL NEWS & UPDATES. Stay connected and Google™
will send you local POIs, weather updates, the nearest
fuel prices and flight information throughout your journey.
BLUETOOTH® CONNECTIVITY. Fill NOTE with music by
streaming tunes from your mobile phone, iPod or MP3 without
even taking it out of your pocket thanks to wireless Bluetooth®
connectivity.
USB CONNECTION. Access your entire music library while
you’re on the go by simply plugging your mobile into the
convenient USB socket.

A SEAMLESS
CONNECTION
DIGITAL DRIVE

NISSANCONNECT. Ease your daily journey and
enjoy a seamless urban experience thanks to the
new integrated services of enhanced connectivity
of NOTE’s fully embedded navigation,
communication and audio entertainment system.

NISSAN AVM

4 CAMERAS. 360° VISION.
DELUXE PARKING AID. Nissan’s advanced
Around View Monitor delivers a bird’s eye view
of your car and its surroundings directly to your
5.8" touch screen. It makes reversing and parallel
parking so much simpler and stress-free.

BIRD’S EYE VIEW. Using 4 separate
cameras, AVM displays an image of your
vehicle from above. All you have to do is
position your NOTE within the guidelines
and enjoy a perfect parking moment.

CAMERA
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DON’T SCRATCH YOUR WHEELS.
In Drive or Reverse, you can push
the camera button to switch out the
overhead for a side view. A great
help for seeing how close you are to
the curb.
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LOOK OUT BELOW. In
helps you see
n Reverse, the display
di
what’s directly behind you,
overhead view helps
ou while the ove
with shorter objects otherwise hidden below your window.

COMPLETE THE PICTURE.
C
Located under your driver’s side
mirror, this camera helps round out
your
virtual 360º birds-eye view
y
whether
you’re in Drive or Reverse.
w

NISSAN SAFETY SHIELD
LOOKING OUT FOR YOU

ANTICIPATE THE UNEXPECTED. Appearing for the first
time in NOTE, Nissan’s Safety Shield technology brings you and
your passengers outstanding protection. Using vision captured
by the rear wide view AVM camera, three advanced safety systems
work together to warn you of any potential dangers.
SIMPLY VISIONARY. You can count on your Safety Shield whatever
the weather. The rear view camera even includes a wash and blow dry
function to keep the lens crystal clear at all times.

BLIND SPOT WARNING. What you
can’t see, the Blind Spot Warning System
can. If there’s a vehicle in the blind spot
area on either side of NOTE, a discreet
light will illuminate the wing mirror to let
you know. If you’re indicating to change
lanes and a vehicle is dangerously close,
that same light will start flashing and you’ll
hear a warning signal too.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING.
Concentrate…no nodding off! The Lane
Departure Warning System will warn you if
you start drifting out of lane. It can detect
the faintest of road markings and unless
you’re indicating, it’ll quickly remind you to
straighten up. Cleverly, it automatically
adjusts its sensitivity on rural roads to
allow for the different driving style required.

MOVING OBJECT DETECTION. Meet your digital
co-pilot. The Moving Object Detection function lets
you know if anything is approaching the path of your
reversing NOTE. While conventional parking aids
warn you of objects in the way, it gives you an
audible and visual alert should anything or anyone
be moving behind the car, like a small child for
example. Very reassuring.

A BROAD SPECTRUM
DESIGNER VISION

IN FOCUS. The minute you set your eyes on the dash, it’s clear.
From those sharp new graphics on the multi-information matrix
display to the blue-lit data on the combimeter, information is
beautiful in NOTE.

ECO WATCH. The combimeter delivers
all your driving data in high definition
whatever the weather or time of day and
includes two new ecometers that
measure throttle efficiency and fuel
economy in real time.
Controlling Nissan NOTE is
effortless thanks to its judicious steering
wheel commands and the ingenious i-Key.
Open the door, start the engine and take
off - all at the touch of a button.
RELAX & ENJOY. Slide the rear seats
back to create more legroom and bask in
the light of the glassroof: Nissan NOTE is
a destination in itself.

DIG

Offering the eco performance of a Diesel engine without

manual transmission incorporates innovative technologies that reduce
the amount of power lost through heat, pumping and friction losses, improving
fuel consumption through optimised energy management.
ECONOMICAL ENGINES and class leading technology designed to generate
excitement whilst minimising costs. Lightweight & clean cut. With economical
engines and class leading technology designed to generate pleasure of driving
whilst minimising costs. NOTE produces low CO2 emissions (from 93 g/km*).
NOTE has an impact on both the environment and your wallet when you go to
the petrol station.
*Values refer to the European base model with standard equipment

PURE
POWER

MAXIMUM PLEASURE. With CO2
emissions as low as 93 g/km*, NOTE is
light on the environment as well as your
wallet. Its economic engine and class
leading technology generate excitement
while minimising costs.
ENGINE VIEW. Its compact,
engine with super-charged
technology achieves up to
gures
based on manual transmission).

ECO MODE BUTTON. Instantly
transform your combimeter into a
real guardian of consumption (and
therefore CO2 emissions) with this
little button.
START/ STOP SYSTEM FOR
ALL. Standard on all models, your
Start/Stop ignition system reduces
pollution and your consumptions in
city traffic. The engine automatically
turns off when your NOTE is at a
standstill (in traffic jams for example)
to save on energy and emissions
and then smoothly restarts as soon
as you disengage the clutch (MT)
or release the break (CVT).

ECO METER. NOTE’s
crystal-clear display features two
new eco indicators, an eco-pedal
dial that rates throttle impact and
an eco-drive indicator that
evaluates efficiency, all in
high-definition colour. Check your
eco-score after each trip, it’s
illuminating.

ENGINE/
TRANSMISSION

SIZE (L)

OUTPUT (ps)

TORQUE (nm)

CO2 EMISSIONS (g/km)

FUEL CONSUMPTION
COMBINED (l/100 km)

1.5 dCi 90ps 5MT

1.5

90

200

93

3.6

1.2 80ps 5MT

1.2

80

110

109

4.7

1.2 DIG-S 98 ps 5MT

1.2

98

147

99

4.3

1.2 DIG-S 98 ps CVT

1.2

98

147

119

5.1

SECURITY
MEASURES

RELAX. It’s difficult to go wrong with new
Nissan NOTE, but 6 airbags as well as ABS, ESP/TCS
are standard on all models just to be extra sure.

TPMS. The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System warns
you if your tyres are low in pressure. Keeping them
at the right level is not just safer, it keeps your fuel
consumption down too.

ABS. An active safety feature
designed to help drivers maintain
control and stability during an
episode of heavy braking by
preventing the wheels from
locking.

6 AIRBAGS. Front, side and curtain airbags
offer maximum protection to all passengers at
all times.

ESP/TCS. The 9th generation
Bosch Electronic Stability
Program controls brake pressure
to individual wheels and reduces
engine torque to maximise.

traction and help stabilise the
vehicle’s direction if tyre adhesion
limits are accidently exceeded.

WITH ESP

DESIGN’S MOST
DRAMATIC SHADE.
It’s polished, it’s bold, it’s a distinctive design statement: the Nissan NOTE
BLACK EDITION. A special limited edition complete with a black exterior
styling pack, including a black roof spoiler, and 16" black alloy wheels.
Take it all in: Form meets function in NOTE’s refined, perfectly balanced
interior. Combining premium glossy black trims with a surprisingly spacious,
practical layout, it’s a pure invitation to driving comfort.

Black Mirror Covers.

Black Day-Time running inserts.

Glossy Black Pillars.

Rear Black Spoiler.

Black 16" Alloy wheels.

Carbon Look Rear Bumper
.

PRIVACY GLASS & REAR ROOF SPOILER

SPORTS STEERING WHEEL

CARBON LOOK REAR BUMPER

COLOUR CODED SIDE SILLS

A CERTAIN ELITE. With sporty new front and rear bumpers, a roof
spoiler, side sills and unique Diamond-cut 16" alloy wheels, NOTE is
already a cut above the rest. Add black bezel headlamps, an impressive
black front grill and privacy glass and it’s a winner that will turn heads.

BLACK BEZEL HEADLAMPS

SPECIALLY DESIGNED for the all - new Nissan
NOTE, Nissan’s Dynamic Styling Pack
(standard on SPORT) pushes NOTE's
sculpted fluidity to the max.

GLOSSY BLACK GRILL

SPORTY FRONT BUMPER

16" DIAMOND-CUT ALLOY WHEELS

FLEXIBLE

IDEAS

ANYTHING GOES. Bikes, bags and any
other bulky goods: they’re all welcome
in NOTE. The seats fold down in four
different ways.

FOLDING SEATS. Make more room. At the flick
of a switch you can fold the seats down to create
space of various shapes and size. The rear seats
split 60/40 and with the front passenger seat fully
forward, you can pile in items up to 1.7 m long.
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1. Front and rear door handle finishers, Chrome

8. Front lip finisher, Chrome

2. Mirror caps, Chrome

9. Roof spoiler, Solid White

3. Body side mouldings

10. Trunk handle finisher Chrome w/ i-Key
and Trunk lower finisher Chrome

4. 16" diamond cut Metallic Grey alloy wheels
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11. Front door handle finisher, Chrome

5. Textile, velour and rubber mats

12. Mudguards

6. Entry guard and velour mat

13. Steel load carrier, Black and Bike carrier

7. Hard trunk liner with partition

14. Upper bumper protection
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ADD

CHARACTER
CUSTOMISED CARE. Protect and differentiate your NOTE
with Nissan Genuine Accessories. Stylish and tailor-made to fit.
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COLOURS
SET THE TONE

BLACK - M - Z11

RED - M - NAJ

GRAY - M - KAD

SILVER - M - KY0

WHITE SOLID - S - 326*

WHITE PEARL - M - QAB

SONIC BLUE - M - RBE

SOLID RED - S - Z10

M = METALLIC - S = SOLID
*Not applicable with Dynamic Styling Pack

INK BLUE - M - RBN

TRIMS

FINISH IN STYLE

XE GRADE
BASIC BLACK

SV, BLACK EDITION
and SPORT grades
MODERN BLACK

WHEELS
COVER_15"

ALLOYS_15"

ALLOYS_16" DIAMOND CUT

STANDARD ON XE

STANDARD ON SV

STANDARD ON SPORT

DIMENSIONS
A: Overall length: 4,100 mm/ 4,135 mm with
Dynamic Styling Pack

D

B: Wheelbase: 2,600 mm
C: Overall width: 1,695 mm
D: Overall height: 1,530 mm
B
A

C

GRADES
XE

STANDARD
6 Airbags
ABS & EBD & VDC
Immobiliser
Remote Central Locking
ISOFIX (child seat anchorage points)
Passenger Airbag Cut-Off Switch
Space saver Spare Wheel
4 Speakers
CD Player with AUX Jack & USB
Bluetooth Phone Connectivity
Ecometer
Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
Idle Stop Start
TPMS (Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System)
12V Power Outlet
Multifunction Steering Wheel with
Height Adjustment
Rear Folding Seat 60:40 Split
Daytime Running Lights
Body Coloured Bumpers
Front Electric Windows
15" Steel Wheels
OPTIONS
Air Conditioning

SV

ADDITIONAL TO XE
15" Alloy Wheels
Air Conditioning
Body Coloured Bumpers
& Door Mirrors
Driver Seat Height Adjustment
Heated Door Mirrors
Indicators on Wing Mirrors
Modern Black SV Grade Trim
OPTIONS
Nissan Connect 2
Auto Pack (Auto Air
Conditioning, Auto Headlamps,
Auto Wipers, Front Fog Lights)

BLACK EDITION

ADDITIONAL TO SV

16" Black Alloy Wheels
Black Bezel Headlamp
Body Coloured Side Skirts
Privacy Glass
Sports Front & Rear Bumper
Black Door Mirrors & Handles
Black Gear Shift Knob
Black Headliner
Black Rear Roof Spoiler
Gloss Black Lid-C

SPORT

ADDITIONAL TO SV
16" Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels
Black Bezel Headlamp
Sports Steering Wheel
Body Coloured Side Skirts
Privacy Glass
Sports Front & Rear Bumper

OPTIONS
Nissan Connect 2
Auto Pack (Auto Air
Conditioning, Auto Headlamps,
Auto Wipers, Front Fog Lights)

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING
OUT THE BEST IN US
You spark our imagination. You provoke
our ingenuity. You inspire us to change
the rules and innovate. And at Nissan,
innovation is not just about additions
and extensions; it’s about crossing the
line to reinvent the status quo. It’s about
developing unexpected solutions to
satisfy your wildest and most pragmatic
desires. At Nissan, we design cars,
accessories and services that break the
mould - making the practical exciting and
the exciting practical to offer you a more
exhilarating driving experience everyday.

NISSAN NOTE
OFFERS YOU:

NISSAN

NISSAN

SERVICE PLAN

EXTENDED WARRANTY

Nissan Service Plan is the easiest way to
give your Nissan NOTE the maintenance it
deserves while you save money in the long
run.

Nissan 5 year Extended Warranty provides
you with ongoing protection after the standard
warranty ends.

Nissan Service Plan provides a convenient
and easy solution, enabling you to spread
the cost of your servicing needs by making
low monthly payments rather than having to
pay the full amount all at once.
Nissan Service Plan also ensures that
your Nissan NOTE is serviced in line
with manufacturers recommendations/
specifications giving you peace of mind
motoring.
A well maintained vehicle offers Nissan
drivers safety, reliability and economy with a
“FSH” (Full Service History) also protecting
future residual re-sale values.
Nissan Service Plan customers can also
rest assured that your vehicle is maintained
and serviced by qualified Nissan technicians
using Genuine Nissan Parts.

Protect your NOTE for longer with our
comprehensive Extended Warranty cover to
extend your cover to 5 years or 150,000kms
whichever comes first.
The Nissan Extended Warranty covers
the cost of repairing or replacing covered
mechanical or electrical components should
they breakdown due to warrantable defect of
material or workmanship during the period of
cover.
If you sell your Nissan privately, you can
transfer the cover to the new owner adding
value to your vehicle when your sell. Transfers
are free.

visit our website at: w w w. Nissan.ie/Vehicle/Note

Follow Nissan NOTE on:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (May 2015). This brochure has been
produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan
Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nis san dealers will be informed of
any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the
limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials
used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
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